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Important Reminders:
Items that your child should always have at his/her workstation:
Three sharp pencils and an eraser, crayons or markers, yellow highlighter, blank white paper,
kindergarten lined paper (this was emailed home last week and another original emailed today), all
workbooks, and reading homework packet for the current week.
If your child misses a LIVE session, you can find the recording on kindergarten teams by subject
channel. Under the subject channel (ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, etc.) there is a video tab at
the top of the screen to play recorded videos. This is also where you will find lessons and videos from
our specialists.

Math
Next week in math, we will
take our unit 16 and 17
assessment as a whole class,
work on addition sentences,
compute how many more
to make 5, 10, 15…, telling
time to the hour and ½ hour,
and tally marks.

Religion

Sight Words
Sight words this week were:
she, all, over, when, her,
some.
Next week: he, away, must,
no, by, there
Add these words to your
flashcards and practice daily!

Next week in
Religion, we will
discuss Palm Sunday,
the Stations of the
Cross, and the
meaning of Easter.

Reading and Writing

Science/Social Studies

Next week in Reading and Literacy, we will introduce
our new popcorn words and our letters for the week, Hh
and Kk. We will be reading and discussing informational
texts. Our essential question is, “How do animals’ colors
help them survive?” We will be reading our Lesson 24
books.

In Social Studies, we will discuss how
we can help our community.

In Writing, we will work on forming and writing questions.
We will also be writing our popcorn words and
sentences on our kindergarten writing paper.

In Science, we will learn about
mixtures. We will make and
separate different mixtures!

